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Abstract 

 

A method to approximate azimuthally resolved light scattering patterns and phase functions due to 

diffraction and external reflection by strongly absorbing facetted particles is demonstrated for a cube 

and compared with results from an exact method, T-matrix. A phase function averaged over a range 

of orientations of a strongly absorbing hexagonal column of aspect ratio unity has been calculated and 

tested against Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA) results for a size parameter of 50. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Airborne particles such as ice crystals [1] and Saharan dust [2] influence the Earth-

Atmosphere radiation balance by scattering and absorbing solar radiation. To be able to understand 

the radiative transfer properties of such particles, a detailed knowledge of their shapes and sizes is 

required. Imaging methods, e.g. [3], are widely used to obtain in situ morphological data of 

atmospheric particles. However, for small particles, optical aberrations, and constrained depth of field 

restrict the obtainable information. Such constrains do not apply to the detection of scattering patterns. 

Therefore, suitable detection instruments like the Small Ice Detector (SID) [4] have been developed. 

However, while conventional pattern recognition methods may be readily used to group recorded 

images into broad particle shape classes, the inversion of the patterns required to yield quantitative 

morphological data is much more involved. Therefore, the creation of data bases of scattering patterns 

of known particle morphologies is extremely useful for particle classification. 

Computations of light-scattering properties for non-axisymmetric particles based on exact 

methods like the T-matrix [5,6] and discrete dipole approximation (DDA) [7] have upper size 

parameter limits of applicability, depending on particle shape and complex refractive index. For 

moderate values of the size parameter , where a is a characteristic length of the particle and  

the wavelength, the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method can be used [8], but it places too 

severe demands on computational resources. Thus, despite its limitations, geometric optics and/or 

physical optics is still the most widely used model for moderate to large size parameters.  

In the classical geometric optics approximation scattered light is divided into two parts, firstly 

light reflected or transmitted by the scatterer, and secondly externally diffracted light. Improved 

methods to combine the ray-tracing and diffraction parts have been presented by Muinonen [9] and 

Yang and Liou [10] and Bi et al. [11]. However, computational methods, which calculate the ray-

tracing and diffraction contributions separately, are still widely used. In many geometric optics ray 

tracing codes, e.g. [12-14], external diffraction is approximated by Fraunhofer diffraction on the 

projected cross section, applying Babinet’s principle. Macke et al. [12,13] have used the Kirchhoff 

approximation to model diffraction by polygonal apertures corresponding to the projected particle 

cross section. The calculation of diffraction by a circular aperture at oblique incidence by means of 

the Kirchhoff approximation is described in [15]. Here, this method is extended to oblique incidence 

on polygonal apertures. Furthermore, it is investigated, if diffraction by facetted particles can be 

modelled by superposing the diffraction patterns of individual incident light facing facets. As a test, 

the far field diffraction pattern caused by an arrangement of apertures corresponding to the facets of a 

cube is calculated and compared with the T-matrix result [16] for a strongly absorbing cube 

(n = 1.5 + i0.2). The high imaginary part has been chosen in order to keep the amount of transmitted 

light negligible. In order to improve the approximation, the same diffraction procedure has been 

applied to externally reflected light. As a further test, the averaged phase function for a set of 

orientations of a hexagonal column is compared with DDA results for a size parameter of 50 given in 

[11].  

 

 

2.  Diffraction by oblique apertures 

 

Using Kirchhoff’s diffraction theory, the diffracted field amplitudes for distances between a 

plane scattering surface S and the observer large compared to the wavelength of the incident light can 

be approximated as follows [15]: 
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(1) 

 

where k = 2/ is the wave number,  is the coordinate of the element of surface area da’,  is the 

unit surface normal in positive z’-direction, r is the length of the vector  from the origin to the 

observation point, and  is the normalized wave vector in the direction of observation. 

We consider a plane wave with wave vector  incident at an angle α on a thin, perfectly conducting 

screen with a polygonal opening situated in the x’y’ plane (Fig. 1). The plane of incidence is chosen to 

be the x’z’ plane. The unit vectors in the x’, y’ and z’directions are  and , respectively. Since 

the wave is incident from the right, z’< 0 is the region of diffraction fields. The two components of the 

incident wave polarized parallel and perpendicular to the scattering plane can be treated separately: 

the component of the electric field parallel to the plane of incidence is   

 
 

(2a) 

The exact field in the surface integral is approximated by the incident field: 

 
 (3a) 

Inserting Eq. (3a) into Eq. (1) gives 

 
 

(4a) 

The components of  can be expressed in polar coordinates: kx = cosφ’sinθ’; ky = sinφ’sinθ’; 

kz = cosθ’. 

 

 

(5a) 

 

The component of the incident electric field perpendicular to the plane of incidence is   

 
 

(2b) 

Again, the exact field in the surface integral is approximated by the incident field: 

 
 (3b) 

Inserting Eq. (3b) into Eq. (1) gives the scattered field component parallel to the y’z’-plane as, 

 
(4b) 

 

(5b) 
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In the following we use  and  as approximations for the magnitude of the electric 

field components parallel and perpendicular to the incidence plane. In order to be able to add 

diffraction contributions from different apertures, we rotate the Jones vector into the scattering plane 

defined by the vectors  and  using the formalism described by Hovenier and Mee [17]. The surface 

integral in Eq. (5b) is the same as in Eq. (5a). It can be evaluated using Green’s theorem 

[12,13]:  

 

 

( 6 ) 

where the line integrals are along the boundary of the aperture. 

For an aperture of polygonal shape the boundary is defined by its vertices p1, p2, ..., pn+1 with 

pn+1 = p1. Therefore, the line integral in eq. (6) can be expressed as a sum of integrals along straight 

lines. With  

 

 

(7) 

we obtain for the contribution between pj and pj+1 to the first and second line integral on the right hand 

side of eq.(6)  

 

 

(8) 

 

 

(9) 

From this follows 
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(10) 

 

The approximations for the two components of the electric field  and  at position  

can now be calculated by combining Eqs. (5a) and (5b) with Eq. (10), respectively. The intensity of 

the scattered light at position  is proportional to .  

The angles θ’ and φ’ are defined with respect to the aperture coordinate system x’y’z’ (Fig. 1). 

The z-axis of the original coordinate system is parallel to the direction of propagation  of the 

incident ray but has opposite direction. In order to obtain the electric field in direction [θ, φ] at a 

distance R large compared to the wavelength, we calculate the coordinates [x,y,z] corresponding to 

this position. Then two coordinate system transformations are performed, starting with the [x,y,z] 

system:  First, a rotation about the z-axis, so that the new axis y
*
 is parallel to , and after that a 

rotation about the y
*
-axis by , resulting in the new axis z’ being parallel to . Next, the 

electric field components can be calculated in the x’y’z’ coordinate system using Eqs. (5a), (5b) and 

(10). Finally, the electric field components are expressed with respect to the scattering plane. 

Eqs. (5) were derived for the hemisphere on the side of the aperture facing away from the 

light source.  In order to be able to calculate diffraction for the opposite hemisphere too, we multiply 

the equation by the obliquity factor (cos(n,r)-cos(n,ρ))/2 derived for an unobstructed spherical wave 

originating at a point source [18], see Fig. 2. The unit vectors n, r and ρ are the outward facing 

surface normal at the surface point considered, the vector pointing from the point at which the 

disturbance shall be calculated towards the centre of the surface element considered, and the vector 

pointing from the source to the centre of the surface element, respectively. In our case, the light 

incident on the facetted particle is parallel. This means that the source is far away, and ρ is equal to 

the propagation vector of the incident light. Since the integral of the incident field over the surface of 

the scattering particle is zero, we need only to consider either the part of the particle surface facing 

towards or away from the source when calculating diffraction.  

 

 

3. Approximation of external diffraction and reflection by strongly absorbing facetted objects 

 

In the following we investigate if the above method can be applied to an arrangement of flat 

apertures, or facets of a scattering object, in order to estimate the intensity distribution of light 

diffracted around and reflected by the scatterer. The example of a strongly absorbing cube will be 

discussed. Results for a hexagonal column will also be presented. 

First, a cube with an edge length a equal to 3.676 times the wavelength λ and refractive index 

n = 1.5 + 0.2i is considered. The high imaginary part was chosen in order to minimize contributions 

from refracted light to the scattering pattern. The cube is positioned in such a way that two facets are 

illuminated by the incident light. They are aligned symmetrically with respect to the direction of 

incidence, which is perpendicular to the edge closest to the light source (see inset of Fig. 4).  
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Fig. 3 shows the scattering pattern in polar coordinates calculated by an exact method, T-

matrix [16] (fifth column) together with results for three different aperture arrangements. The first 

column in Fig. 3 corresponds to diffraction on the projected cross section. It is commonly used to 

calculate the contribution of diffraction to scattering in geometric optics ray-tracing codes (e.g. [12-

14]). However, in this approach it is wrongly assumed that the propagation direction of the incident 

wave would be parallel to the normals of the facets containing the edges contributing to the contour of 

the projected cross section. To correct this, diffraction by two apertures sized and aligned like the 

incident wave facing facets 1 and 2 in the inset of Fig. 4 has been calculated (second column). In the 

third column external reflection has been added. In the fourth column the very small diffraction 

contributions due to the two facets parallel to the incident direction have been included.  

The azimuthally resolved diffraction patterns are presented in three different logarithmic 

scales: four and a half decades (first row), seven decades (second row) and ten decades (third and 

fourth row). The upper three rows show the polar diffraction patterns for zenith angles 0°≤ θ ≤ 90°, 

and the fourth row for 90°≤ θ ≤ 180°. At the lowest dynamic sensitivity, the results for all calculation 

methods look similar, showing the zeroth and first order diffraction maxima corresponding to 

Fraunhofer diffraction at a rectangular aperture. In the intermediate dynamic range, diffraction by the 

projected cross section looks still like a reasonably good approximation; however its intensity decays 

more slowly with increasing scattering angle in the vertical direction in Fig.3, corresponding to 

φ = 90° and φ = 270°. The result for two oblique apertures shown in the second column of Fig.3 is a 

better approximation. Adding external reflection by the two facets results in the two spots around 

[θ = 90°; φ = 0°] and [θ = 90°; φ = 180°]. 

For the highest considered dynamic sensitivity the scattering patterns for diffraction by the 

projected cross section and T-matrix look very different. The first shows one vertical branch, whereas 

in the latter two vertical arcs occur. Interestingly, adding the small diffraction contributions from the 

two facets parallel to the incident light to the scattering patterns in column 3 increases the similarity of 

the scattering pattern with the T-matrix result. The corresponding phase functions averaged over 

azimuth angles (φ was varied in 1° steps) are presented in Fig. 4. 

As a further test we compare the averaged phase function for a set of orientations of a 

hexagonal column with DDA results [11]. The column has a diameter to height ratio of one to one and 

a refractive index of 1.3+0.1i. The size parameter in terms of column height is 50. The phase function 

has been averaged over ten orientations in 10° intervals starting with the cylinder axis perpendicular 

to the direction of propagation of the incident light and two symmetrically aligned illuminated facets. 

The cylinder is then rotated around an axis through the centre of gravity, which is perpendicular to the 

cylinder axis and perpendicular to the propagation direction of the incident light (see inset of Fig. 5). 

The DDA results can be found in [11] and those of the method described here in Fig.5. The phase 

functions agree well. 

Apart from practical applications, this multi-aperture diffraction approach can help our 

understanding of the diffraction process: the most important features are the contour of the particle 

and the size of the projected area. They determine the position of the lower order diffraction maxima. 

If high dynamic sensitivity is considered, the spatial alignment of the facets contributing to the 

diffraction process becomes important: oblique incidence results in curved diffraction arcs, and even 

facets perpendicular to the direction of the incident light contribute to the light scattering pattern.  

 

 

4. Summary 

 

In many geometric optics ray tracing codes, e.g. [12-14], external diffraction is approximated 

by Fraunhofer diffraction on the projected cross section by applying Babinet’s principle. Macke 
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[12,13] employed the Kirchhoff approximation to model diffraction by polygonal apertures at 

perpendicular incidence. Here, this method has been extended. Diffraction by polygonal apertures is 

calculated using the correct incidence angles. Furthermore, externally reflected light is modelled as 

undergoing diffraction in the same way as light incident in the direction of the reflected geometric 

optics ray from inside the crystal would be. As a test, the far field light scattering pattern caused by an 

arrangement of apertures corresponding to the incident-wave facing facets of a cube has been 

compared with the T-matrix result [16] for the case of strong absorption. It has been found that light 

scattering patterns calculated using this new approach represent typical features like arcs, which 

cannot be modelled via diffraction on the projected cross section. Therefore, the presented 

computational method may become a useful tool for the generation of reference databases of 

scattering patterns for interpretation of data measured by probes like SID. Additionally to the 

azimuthally resolved scattering patterns, phase functions have been compared with T-matrix and 

DDA results.  
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Captions of Figures 

 

Fig. 1: Diffraction by an aperture: oblique incidence. 

 

Fig. 2: Vectors used for the calculation of the obliquity factor. Points S and P correspond to the point 

source and the observation point, respectively. 

 

Fig. 3: Comparison of the polar scattering pattern of a cube (a = 3.676λ; n=1.5+0.2i; for orientation 

see inset of Fig. 4) calculated using the T-matrix method (fifth column) with results for different 

aperture arrangements: projected cross section (first column), diffraction by two apertures aligned as 

facets 1 and 2 (second
 
column), diffraction and reflection by facets 1 and 2 (third

 
column) and 

diffraction by facets 3 and 4 added to diffraction and reflection by facets 1 and 2 (fourth column). The 

comparisons are given for three different logarithmic scales: 4.5 decades (first row), 7 decades 

(second row) and 10 decades (third and fourth row). Light scattering into the forward hemisphere is 

shown, except for the fourth row, which shows the back-facing hemisphere.  

 

Fig. 4: Comparison of the azimuthally averaged phase function calculated using the T-matrix method 

with results for different aperture arrangements: projected cross section, two apertures aligned as 

facets 1 and 2 in Fig. 2, and a four-aperture arrangement (see text). 

 

Fig. 5: Averaged phase function for a set of orientations (see text) of a hexagonal column of diameter 

to height ratio one. The size parameter in terms of height is 50 and n=1.3+0.1i. 

 

Fig. 1 
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Fig. 2 

 
Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4 

 
 

Fig. 5 

 

 


